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En aften med enumeration
Helt uten matte



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enumerated_type

In computer programming, an enumerated type (also called enumeration, enum, or factor in the R 
programming language, and a categorical variable in statistics) is a data type consisting of a set of 
named values called elements, members, enumeral, or enumerators of the type. The enumerator names 
are usually identifiers that behave as constants in the language. An enumerated type can be seen as a 
degenerate tagged union of unit type. A variable that has been declared as having an enumerated type 
can be assigned any of the enumerators as a value. In other words, an enumerated type has values that 
are different from each other, and that can be compared and assigned, but are not specified by the 















Pure Enums





Backed Enums









Some theory



@crell

Enumerations are a feature of many programming languages. 
However, we should perhaps say "many languages have a 
feature called enumerations." What that means in practice 
has a lot of language-specific semantic nuance



3 types of enums
https://github.com/Crell/enum-comparison

• Syntax sugar over constants


• A restricted-value type unto itself (usually built on top of objects)


• Parameterized algebraic data types



3 types of enums
https://github.com/Crell/enum-comparison

• Fancy Constants: C, Typescript, F#


• Fancy Objects: Python, Java, C#, Scala


• Algebraic Data Types: Haskell, Swift, Rust, Kotlin



PHP Enums in details
Singletons



PHP Enums in details
Support methods



When not to use?



Next steps for PHP
https://wiki.php.net/rfc/adts - From Fancy Objects

• Enumerations - The basic unit enumeration type.


• Tagged Unions - Associating values with enum cases to create tagged 
unions.


• Pattern Matching ''is'' keyword - Pattern matching for objects, enumerations, 
and similar structures.  Mainly to condense conditional logic around the 
structure of enumerations and value objects.

https://wiki.php.net/rfc/adts


Spørsmål?
PHP 8.3 - Nov 23 2023



Even more examples
SQL 


